
How to Avoid
Computer Rip-Offs

Billions of Dollars Are Stolen Each Year By Employees—Is
Your Company Next?

By Michael Shaw
U.S. Chamber of Commerce

According to the U.S. Department
of Justice, white collar criminals

reap $200 billion in profits a year,
while violent criminals gain a piddling
$11 billion. The superior success of
embezzlers, frauds and other desk-top
delinquents gives new meaning to the
time-honored cliche—the pen is
mightier than the sword. One might
add that both pen and sword are
rendered weaklings when compared
with the computer chip.

Today business information that
once would have filled several hundred
file cabinets can be stored on a tiny
silicon chip. Computers also can com-
municate and manipulate data at rates
millions of times faster than ever
before possible. Since computers han-
dle a great deal more information than
manual systems, the potential loss
from embezzlers and frauds who use
computers is staggering.

The banking industry is particu-
larly vulnerable to computer theft.
Through Electronic Funds Transfer
(EFT), trillions of dollars a day pass
between large corporations, financial
institutions and households. While the
average stocking-over-the-head robber,
gun in hand, grosses $20,000 per
holdup, this is peanuts to computer
thieves. For example, Stanley Mark
Rivkin, who has a master’s of science
degree in computer science, was able
to rip off $10.2 million from a Los
Angeles bank EFT system just by
making a few phone calls.

The invention of the computer chip means
unlimited opportunities for white collar
criminals.

High tech capers are harder to detect
and prosecute than conventional
crime. Many computer crimes go
undetected and a small percentage are
ever prosecuted. Jay BloomBecker,
director of the National Center for
Computer Crime Data, estimates that
fewer than 200 cases have been pros-
ecuted under federal and state com-
puter crime laws.

This does not mean, however, that
business people cannot protect
themselves from computer abuse.
Contrary to popular stereotype, most
computer criminals are not scientific
wizards. BloomBecker is completing a
study of federal and state computer
crime laws involving some 60 cases.
One-third of the defendants included
in a preliminary report demonstrated
no knowledge of computer science.
Most had acquired their knowledge

from on-the-job training or word of
mouth.

BloomBecker stresses that, “Com-
puter crime is not a technological prob-
lem. I have never seen a crime that
could not have been prevented if
available security had been used.”

Disgruntled Employees . . .

Business owners and managers are
most likely to suffer computer abuse
at the hands of their own employees.
For example, in 1980 workers at a
major newspaper gaped at their termi-
nals as obscenities danced across their
screens. Electronic graffiti threatened
to stop production. The artist turned
out to be a newsroom computer expert
whose wife had experienced a serious
dispute with the paper’s city editor.

According to Donn Parker, senior
management consultant and researcher
on computer crime at SRI Interna-
tional, the most common computer
crime is false data entry. Computer
operators manipulate, withhold or
fabricate data for their own economic
gain. This is the old game of falsify-
ing the books. Changes in hand-
written books are likely to be detected
but electronic data stored on magnetic
medium may be altered without notice.

A growing concern is theft of infor-
mation stored in a computer’s memory
or on a storage tape or disk. Informa-
tion from a computer storage medium
can be copied for illicit purposes
without harming the original and
without leaving a trace of evidence.

Robert Campbell, President of Ad-
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“High tech capers are harder to detect and prosecute than conventional
crime. Many computer crimes go undetected and only a small percentage

are ever prosecuted.”

vanced Information Management, told
the Wall Street Journal, “It only takes
one disgruntled employee to leave and
take a company’s entire customer base
with him.” In one case, a programmer
for a major financial corporation was
caught copying company software and
selling it to East German spies.

Dishonest employees can manipu-
late a computer to direct payments to
phony suppliers, ghost employees and
non-existent vendors. A clerk at a ma-
jor department store recently was
found making phony refund entries in-
to the store’s computer system and
pocketing the refund checks.

According to Jack Bologna, head of
Computer Protection Systems, typical

Good employee relations are an important
part of computer security.

company computer abusers are usually
trusted employees of long tenure who
work in the accounting or data-
processing department and tend to be
loners, isolated from colleagues at
work.

Donn Parker studied some 50
known computer criminals and found
most do not see themselves as criminals
but as problem solvers. They are peo-
ple with intense personal problems and

are unable to share these problems
with others. They see the computer as
a clean way of getting hold of needed
cash—a gambling debt, drug habit or
sudden investment loss may cause an
employee to turn to computer crime.

Defend Your Data . . .

Here are some tips from Parker and
other experts for putting the lid on
computer crime committed by angry
employees:

• Put computer security standards
in writing. Inform employees that
security is one of the company’s goals
and is essential to the company’s suc-
cess. Potential white collar criminals
might be discouraged by policy
statements and peer pressure.

Establish and enforce disciplinary
measures for employees caught com-
mitting security violations. Policies will
only be effective if employees know
they will be punished when caught.

• Make employees and managers
directly accountable for information
assets under their control.

• Change performance and salary
reviews to include a line item on secur-
ity performance. Security is often
overlooked by employees who are
under pressure to meet deadlines. Let
your workers know they also will be
rewarded for being security conscious.

Some people believe that job rota-
tion is a more effective deterrent when
announced only at the last possible
moment. Employees contemplating
computer scams will then be aware
that they may have to leave their posi-
tions without enough time to cover
their tracks.

• Insist that all computer personnel
take a vacation each year. This makes
it easier to detect embezzlements that
require a continuing effort to cover up.

• Do a thorough background check
when hiring computer programmers,
data entry clerks, computer operators,
computer security personnel and
systems analysts. In one case, a con-
vict who learned computer operations
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while in prison was hired during his
work furlough to work in the accounts
payable department of a municipal
government. He later was convicted
for his part in a $16 million computer
fraud attempt.

When contracting computer serv-
ices from the outside choose program-
mers and consultants with the same
care used to select attorneys and
accountants.

Jack Bologna emphasizes the impor-
tance of good employeremployee rela-
tions in preventing computer abuse. A
good rapport with employees reduces
the threat of computer crime. An ele-
ment of trust should coexist with good
security, says Bologna. “If you go out
and hire honest people and give them
good reasons to stay honest you
minimize the problem.”

• When possible, keep the computer
in a separate room that can be locked
during off hours. Keep unauthorized
personnel out of the computer area. A
power switch key lock can be attached
directly to the computer terminal and
will stop unauthorized persons from
gaining access.

Portable computer storage med-
iums, such as floppy disks, also should
be kept under lock and key.

• Rotate computer employees’ jobs
and responsibilities as much as possi-
ble. Employees can review each others
work for errors or manipulations.

If you consider hiring a computer
security consultant, be sure he under-
stands the important role employee
relations plays in the overall picture.

Hackers . . .

Business people with computers
hooked up to the outside world by
modem links should be aware that
neglecting security is like leaving the
office door unlocked. A modem
transmits data between computers by
telephone line. A new generation of
computer hackers has made breaking
into computer systems, via modem ac-
cess, America’s fastest growing high-
tech hobby.

In 1983, a group of Milwaukee
teenagers—the 414 gang—brought
hacking to the attention of the national
news media. The gang entered com-
puter systems at the Los Alamos Na-
tional Laboratory and the Sloan Ket-
tering Cancer Center. They caused a
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Sloan Kettering computer that
monitors doses of radiation given to
cancer patients, to crash. Gang
member Neal Patrick said that without
much difficulty he was able to use his
modem to gain access to 60 computer
systems throughout the country.

Hackers are also credit busters. By
accessing credit card company com-
puters, they can destroy anyone’s credit
rating—credit death they call it. The
modem has made it possible for
anyone to be a computer criminal and
for anyone to be a computer crime
victim.

Like modems, bulletin boards are
essential to hacker culture. Bulletin
boards are electronic message systems
that allow computer users to store
messages for others to read. Legitimate
bulletin boards list useful services and
information. Hacker bulletin boards
disseminate credit card numbers, bill-
ing codes for long distance services and
other illegal information.

John Maxfield makes a living spy-
ing on illegal bulletin board activities.
Maxfield knows the hacker under-

Computer technology leaves law enforcement
officials baffled.

ground firsthand—he was a pioneer-
ing hacker during his youth. He in-
vented one of the first devices for
phone phreaking — making free un-
authorized phone calls. Phone phreak-
ing is necessary for hackers to set up
modem links across the country and

even overseas. Maxfield’s intent was
not to defraud the phone company but
simply to explore the workings of the
telephone network.

“The true hacker is curious,” says
Maxfield. “Once he has found out
how to do something, he is not in-
terested in doing it.”

The microcomputer explosion,
however, has brought hacking to the
unwashed masses. “Today’s hackers
are into just plain crime,” says Max-
field. “They’re not motivated by in-
tellectual curiousity. They want free
calls, free computer time, and want to
disrupt company networks.” He adds,
contrary to popular myth, that most
hackers are not exceptionally bright—
the majority are just average kids with
home computers.

Maxfield largely blames business for
today’s hacking mania. Most business
computer systems, he says, are not
adequately protected against crime.

In 1983, for example, GTE Telenet
offered an electronic mail service called
Telemail. To attract customers, GTE
made the system simple to use. All
customers were issued one password—
“A.” Customers could create individ-
ual passwords but most neglected to do
so. Hackers quickly discovered the
password, entered the system and soon
regular customers were receiving some
rather colorful mail. With Maxfield’s
help the FBI eventually caught a frac-
tion of the hackers involved.

Hacker damage costs GTE hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars. Hackers
were free to read corporate mail. One
unlikely member of a clique of teenage
hackers—a 47-year-old—was believed
to be an industrial spy.

Maxfield claims to known some
2,500 hackers and estimates there are
about 25,000 at large. Virtually every
major computer system, he says, has
been penetrated by a hacker. While
crimes by employees are more fre-
quent, the hacker threat is increasing.
The number of hackers has multiplied
tenfold over the past three years and
the trend shows no sign of slowing.

Adding Extra Security . . .

Many business computers are user
friendly—easy to use. According to
Maxfield, the first step in safeguarding
systems from hacker intrusions is to
make their systems less user friendly by
strengthening security.
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Many businesses choose not to
purchase additional security because of
inconvenience and expense. Before
making any major decisions to buy
high-tech-security gadgets, consider the
particular applications. If the company
computer is used for only fast and ef-
ficient word processing, no additional
security may be required. Confidential
data stored in a computer’s memory,
however, is no different from sensitive
information contained in a written
report. What responsible business per-
son would not purchase a lock to
secure a file cabinet with important
documents? If the company computer
is used to prepare, store or com-
municate valuable information you
may need extra safeguards.

Most large computer systems have
built in passwords and access control.
To gain access a user must go through
a log on process and identify himself
with a secret password. Access to cer-
tain information is allowed based on
personal identification.

Mainframe systems usually have
built-in access control. Personal com-
puters, however, often lack this
elementary security device. In many
offices, several employees may share
a single personal computer. You may
want to restrict access to valuable or
sensitive information to select em-
ployees. There are software packages
and combinations of software and
hardware that can add password iden-
tification and access control to a per-
sonal computer.

File encryptation programs scram-
ble information based on a user sup-
plied key. Hardware and software en-
cryptation packages are available for
personal computers. Anyone who tries
to read the file without the key will see
only garbage.

After you delete a file from a
magnetic disk, a space is marked for
reuse but the old information remains.
It is still relatively easy for a trespasser
to gain access to the information on
that disk. A security software package
called a file overwrite program will
write over the disk and hence,
obliterate the old information. Refor-
matting your disk — the process of
preparing your disk to receive new in-
formation — is another way to
obliterate old information.

If your computer can be reached
through telecommunication links, you
may want to give serious consideration

to extra security. If your computer is record what processing is being done
equipped with an auto-answer modem, to specific data and programs in the
employees or outsiders that own a per- system and by whom. Manual con-
sonal computer can call in after hours trols, such as log recording program-
and get inside the computer from a ming activities, can also be used to
remote location. back up computer controls.

Should someone attempt to establish
telecommunications from a remote
location, a terminal authentication
device will verify the remote terminal’s
authorization and lock out hackers. A
dial-back device will block full access
until user identification has been
verified.

A security audit is an independent
and objective analysis of a computer
system’s security. It can be performed
by an outside security consultant or a
company security manager. Software
packages are available that will help

A security board combines the
features of many different devices-it
may include access control, encryption
and a separate memory component to
store audit information to which only
security professionals are given access.

Computer Crime
and the Law . . .

Imagine for a moment an empty
computer room where your customer
list is stored in the form of negative
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and positive electronic charges on a
magnetic disk. An unhappy employee
has just copied your customer list to
give to a competitor—there is no cloud
of smoke, no frightened witness, no
gun dropped in haste — in fact, the
original customer list remains intact on
the storage disk. What protection does
the law offer for these electronic blips,
which are the lifeblood of your
organization?

Some 45 states and the federal
government have enacted computer
crime laws. The current federal law
covers computers used by federal agen-
cies, certain financial institutions and
the military. Private sector computer
violations generally fall under state
law. Some states have exceptionally
broad statutes. Other states have in-
tricately defined laws that in the future
might have to be updated to accom-
modate technological innovations.

These new laws have not made any
significant impact on computer crime.
Few computer crime cases are reported
to law enforcement officials, and even
fewer are ever prosecuted.

Businesses may be embarrassed by
computer-related crimes and, hence,
reluctant to report them to law en-
forcement officials. Computer crime is
so widespread that being a victim now
is less embarrassing than it was years
ago. Businesses also may fear further
victimization if computer vulnerabili-
ties are made known. In addition,
most businesses do an implicit cost-
benefit analysis and decide it is not
worthwhile to use the criminal justice
system. Law enforcement officials may
want to perform a track and trace—
requiring the computer to be taken out
of service for an extended time to iden-
tify hackers.

BloomBecker found, in a prelimi-
nary study of federal and state com-
puter crime statutes, that most cases
that make it to court result in plea
bargains. Many of the new laws are in-
tricate, and attorneys unfamiliar with
technology are not inclined to take the
law to its limits.

A special-crime task force in
California provides an example of how
business can be instrumental in achiev-
ing more effective computer crime law
enforcement. Santa Clara County is
home to booming Silicon Valley in-
dustries where valuable trade secrets
are stored on computers—information
theft is their biggest worry. Santa Clara
County business people share resour-

ces with law enforcement officials to
deter, catch and prosecute high-tech
criminals.

Deputy District Attorney Douglas
Southard explains that the private sec-
tor has raced ahead of the rest of soci-
ety in terms of technology and law en-
forcement doesn’t always have the
background to deal with the new kinds
of crime.

Whether the law will become a po-
tent weapon against computer crime
remains to be seen. In BloomBecker’s
study convicted computer criminals
usually received light sentences—in
keeping with white collar crime senten-
cing in general.

There are many other factors that
point toward the continued growth of
computer crime:

• The number of computers in the
workplace is skyrocketing. For exam-
ple, according to the International
Data Corp., in May 1976 the total
value of computers in business use was
$43.4 billion. By May 1985 the value
totaled $183.1 billion.

• Since the late 1970s, an increasing
number of small businesses are using
personal computers (PCs). The value
of PCs in business rose from less than
$1 billion in 1978 to more than $12
billion in 1984. Many small business
people have little computer experience
and are unaware of security risks.

• More people are computer literate
and capable of pulling off high-tech
crimes.

Doug Southard, however, sees cause
for hope. Increasing publicity about
computer crime has focused attention
on the need for security. In Silicon
Valley, leaders of high-tech industries
who used to scoff at security are now
becoming security conscious.

Jay BloomBecker has started a
group called “Conscience in Com-
puting” to promote ethics in the com-
puter field. Objectives include pro-
moting positive high-tech role models
and establishing a National Computer
Honor Society for students.

Only when people realize that the
data stored in a computer are valuable
property deserving civilized considera-
tion will society be able to effectively
combat computer crime.

Editor’s Note: Reprinted with permission
from the October, 1985 issue of The Business
Action Network: Washington Watch, published
by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. The at-tick
will also appear in the Chamber’s upcoming
publication on white-collar crime.
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